pronunciation

• /-ile/
• Smile
• Mongols
• While
• Bangles
• Cruel
• Tile
• Vegetable
• Usual

• /-led/
• Filled
• Billed
• Fooled
• Mauled
• pulled
• piled
sentences

- The worker smiled while he laid down the tile that he picked from the pile.
- The Mongols were cruel in all the little battles during the final part of the middle ages.
- I usually sell vegetables in the market, but I prefer to sell vegetables near the mall.
Vocabulary

- Homework
- Essay
- Exam
- Break time
- Assignment
- Class room
- Subject
- Math
- Chemistry
- Physics
- Study hall
- Physical education
Dialogue

• M: Hi Andrew, where are you heading?
• A: I’m off to chemistry class.
• M: Me too. Did you finish that homework assignment?
  A: No. I was busy studying for my physics exam. You?
• M: Yeah, I finished it, but it was hard. See you in class.
Questions

• Where was Andrew going?
• Where was Matt going?
• Did Andrew finish his assignment?
• If not, why not?
• Did Matt finish his assignment? Was it difficult?
Student activity

• A: Hi_____, are you going to _____ class?
• B: Yes, class starts at_______.
• A: Did you finish your homework?
• B: No, I had to _________.
• A: Too bad, the teacher will be angry!
Questions

• What did Edison need to study?
• What did Margaret need to study?
• Will they be able to spend a lot of time together?
Student activity 2

• What is your favorite city outside Luxi?
• What is your favorite color?
• What is your shoe size?
• Who is your favorite singer?
• What is your favorite English word?
• What is your favorite subject in school?
• Which University would you like to go to?
• What is your favorite animal?
• What is your favorite movie?
• Who is your favorite actor?
The Final Adventures of Edison and Margaret

- M: I certainly have enjoyed studying with you every day this month!
- E: The pleasure has been all mine!
- M: Maybe we can take all the same classes next semester.
- E: I was thinking the same thing myself!
The Adventures of Edison and Margaret

• M: Hi Edison. Do you think you can help me with my English assignment? You’re so good at English!
• E: Only if you help me study for my Chinese class. You’re Chinese is amazing!
• M: Sounds good! You help me with English and I’ll help you with Chinese. That way we’ll be able to spend a whole lot of time together!
• E: That’s the plan!